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Introduction 
    KC901V is an RF multi-instrument integrating VNA (vector network analyzer), spectrum analyzer, field strength meter, and an extra low-frequency signal source. It can do complete single port vector measurement and 2-ports simple vector network analyzing.  
 Main Features* Vector network analyzing up to 7GHz  1Hz frequency step Good accuracy and anti-interference ability Abundant functions and easy to carry Community developed and supported product** 
 Main Functions     Transmission measurement (Filter adjustments, measuring amplifiers, verifying directivity of antennas)     Reflection measurement (Impedance matching network adjustment, antenna feeding system quality evaluation)     RF source plus an extra audio signal source     Spectrum display and field strength observance** (inspecting radio station’s emission performance, searching for the interference sources) 
 Recommended Applications     KC901V is mainly used for adjusting various RF circuits, such as filters, amplifiers, splitters, combiners; testing input/output impedance, evaluating antenna feeding system and detecting equipment’s signal amplitudes at all levels. It can also do field strength measurement, which is useful during miscellaneous kinds of search for in-terference source etc.     Combining intelligence in the community, KC901V is the tool to study RF for stu-dents and hobbies. In professional situations, it is used in communication engineering, antenna manufacturing, daily maintenance of broadcast, RF circuits development and so on. KC901V improves working efficiency, ease the weight burden and improve working quality. 
 Acceptance and check     confirm if the package is alright before opening it. read the introduction of the user manual and make sure there is no missing item.      The standard packing includes:  

KC901V 1 Charger 1 Shoulder Strap 1 User manual 1 
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     check all the items in the package with the list provided above and make sure that there is no physical damage of the instrument, with all the screws set well in place, and check if there is any abnormal sound while shaking it.     After performing the physical check, connect the charger to the instrument and turn on the instrument to check if it works as spec. If batteries are in place, press and hold the power button (POWER, PWR) for 5 seconds to do the start-up check. 
 Safety Information     KC901V is NOT a consumer good, the user should have related professional knowledge.      In this user manual,  
Attention     indicates that it may cause inaccurate testing results or may be some risk. 
Warning     indicates that it may cause Personal injury or Equipment failure or other hazard.  
Warning     Do NOT use the instrument when there is water or other liquid accidentally get into it, weird sound while shaking it or other obvious abnormal situations     Do NOT perform any test with the instrument outside during the thunder situa-tion.      Pay attention to the ground connection of the devices under test to avoid elec-tric shock. Before the connection, equipotential touching must be done by touching the connectors first to prevent the damage of the instrument or the equipment which are under the tested by potential difference between systems.       Keep your eyes on the instrument while charging it. The instrument must be kept from the inflammables and explosives while is being charged or being operated. Do NOT cover the instrument or the charger to prevent the overheating. Be careful of the storage temperature range. Do NOT let it be sit in the car under the sun.      Using it in any inappropriate ways is absolutely banned. People with intrusive electronic equipment should use it with caution. Also think carefully before use it in hospitals, airports and other sensitive areas.      The maximum battery capacity of KC901V is 60Wh. Choose qualified batteries for the instrument. Keep the instrument properly according to the installed batteries characters and be careful of the potential risks of the lithium battery.     Keep it from children. When KC901V is lent to someone else, urge the borrower to read the user manual first and inform him/her the safety information before using it.  
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Important Statement     KC901V is NOT a commercialized product for satisfying any demands about its appearance or other details for users. The manufacturing technical indexes and the third party certification are just for affirming the designing and manufacturing abili-ties. We always try our best to improve its quality, but still, there are many things which can’t reach the satisfaction. So we always hope for suggestions and feedback from all users. your supports and understanding will be appreciated very much.     In the allowance of the law, KECHUANG and MEASALL will NOT take any respon-sibility of the loss which beyond KC901V’s own price in any situations. Meanwhile, we also will NOT take the responsibility of any direct/indirect loss from the terms of time, business, inconvenience, profit and abuse maintenance etc. To repair, return, ex-change the product and to refund the full-price payment are the only ways for us to make up the loss. We only take responsibility for the product in its guarantee period.  
     Under any circumstances, we don’t take any guarantee that KC901V’s applicabil-ity, reliability and security for any proposes of medical, industry, military and so on. We do NOT admit any promise from other dealers. 
    *Read the technical instruction.     ** You are welcome to support our communities: bbs.Kechuang.org, HelloCQ.net.     *** Informal functions     For remote control, check our programming manual.     For upgrade, check our software upgrade instruction.     If this user manual has a NO There reedit version, we won’t do the any special inform. You are wel-come to check and download the newest version of it from measall.com KeChuang Instrument Association is a scientific research community which is hosted by KeChuang 
Institute. It’s a department that developed KC901V. 
KeChuang Institute has given authority to Sichuan Kexinshe Ltd. Co. to take charge of the production 
of KC901V. At the same time, it’s responsible for the Domestic distribution of KC901V. 
KeChuang Institute has given authority to Guangdong Deepace Science and Technology Ltd. to take 
charge of the international distribution of KC901V. 
Except the extra declarations, KeChuang Institute has all copyright of KC901V’s software and hard-
ware. 
The product of the tool chain, the components and its attached firmware, which are supplied by the 
thirdpart, are authorized being used by Kexinshe. 
The copyright of the operation system is owned by KeChaung Institute. 
The “中” logo of KeChuang and the KCSA logo, which are stylized, are the registered trademarks of 
KeChuang Institute. KeXinShe is authorized the use of them. “Kexinshe” is the registered trademark 
of KeXinShe Ltd. 
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Chapter One  Installation Guide 
 There is no battery pre-installed in KC901V except specifically asked. The batteries will be installed by either the dealers or users themselves. Supply power with the power adapter and verify it by starting up the instrument. After making sure that all func-tions of the instrument work properly, Turn off the power and unplug the power adapter, then you may install the batteries. 
 1.1 How to Choose Batteries     Lithium batteries can be used on KC901V. For a single cell, its charging cut-off voltage is 4.2V, and the discharging cut-off voltage is 2.6V, with voltage rating of 3.6-3.7V. Batteries are connected with two in parallels then two groups in series. The power management circuits provide the functions of overcharge protection, over-discharge protection, balance protection and short-circuit protection.      The battery compartment is suitable to the cylindrical 18650 lithium batteries, which the diameter is 18mm and the length is 65mm. The batteries must be qualified with the related standards of the formal factories.     Thought KC901V can work with two or four batteries, four-batteries set is pre-ferred. The rated charging current of KC901V is 1A. If there are only two batteries, for single battery, the peak charging current is 1.2A. Peak discharging current is 1.5A; if there are 4 batteries, charge/discharge load should be considered according to the current which is lightly higher than the ones mentioned above.     The batteries must be the same type one and should be in the same batch. DO NOT mix the new ones and old ones and do NOT try to use them together. Before put the batteries into the instrument, make sure that every battery has the same basic voltage and the differences of the voltages shouldn’t be larger than 50mV, otherwise they need to be balanced the charge/discharge before being used.      Take care of the batteries based on the manual. Usually the low temperature re-
sisting batteries can be used only in winter. When the temperature is over 45℃, since the KC901V’s circuits will generate heat, the batteries set’s temperature will probably 
be over 65℃. In this case, high temperature resisting batteries must be used. 
 1.2 How to Install Batteries     Required tools: one 2mm hexagon screwdriver.     Step 1: Place the instrument flatwise on the desk and take out the two screws from the bottom. (Chart 1-1)  
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 Chart 1-1      Step 2: pull the keyboard side of the shell and slide it 2cm out from the bottom (Chart 1-2). To do it, your fingers must hold the two sides of the shell hard and put the RF adapter out at the same time. If it’s really hard to slide it, you can knock the bottom on the lower shell lightly. DO NOT knock it too hard and the sliding distance can NOT be over 4cm, otherwise the inner cables will break.  

 Chart 1-2 
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    Step 3: lift the upper shell lightly, and then turn it around to the left side.      Step 4: Install the batteries. Batteries’ positive poles should be heading toward the RF adapter. If there are only two batteries be installed, install them separately to the most left side and the most right side. (Chart 1-3)     Step 5: Check the data cable adapter. If there is any deviation, set them well again.      Step 6: Put the shells back together again with the opposite steps mentioned above. Then press the POWER button to turn on the power to perform a functional check. If there is no any abnormal situation, set the screws on it again.   1.3 How to Mount Shoulder Strap     There are both mounting installing holes on the instrument’s upper part and bottom part (behind RF port). So you can carry the instrument either with the RF port upward or with it downward. If you need to carry it around, using it with the strap mounted on the bottom is preferred.     Unfold the strap and take it out the plastic fasteners from it. Then thread it through back to the mounting points and lock it tight in the plastic fasteners. 

 Chart 1-3 Batteries’ direction and installation steps  
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Warning 
    The standard strap is only for the usual carrying. When working at height, take the extra measures to avoid the falling accident.  1.4 How to Carry and Hold     After the strap is adjusted to a suitable length, user can carry the instrument with the strap laying over on his/her shoulder (the instrument will be next to user’s waist) or can just wearing it with the strap lay over on the back of the neck (the in-strument will be in front of the belly.). If it needs to be used with being carried around, hanging it upside down is suggested. Shorten the strap when you are carrying it while running. Be careful that the instrument may hit the body when carrying it with the strap laying over on the shoulder.      KC901V is designed to be held with left hand and be operated with right hand. So when you are using while standing, the instrument should be held on its left-upper part with left hand and the thumb is in charge of operating the knob. Also instru-ment’s bottom should be held against the belly. The right hand is in charge of con-necting the cables and operating the keyboard.     The knob is not necessary. User can do all operations by operating on keyboard. Button “+”, ”-” can be used as the rotating knob. Button ENTER can be used as the pressing knob. When operating the instrument only with the keyboard, hold both hands under display screen and operate it on the keyboard.     KC901V can be fixed on the working desk by screwing it through its upside strap holes.                    
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Chapter Two  Quick Guide 
 With the help of the community, KC901V’s designers have tried their best to make the it easily and straightaway to operate the instrument. User who has basic related knowledge can be familiar with using KC901V within two days. Therefore, this user manual is simplified and will not detail the settings of every function. It only contains some instructions and explanations for some special parts.  2.1 Power switch and Keyboard      Chart 2-1 shows the layout of keyboard. Keep pressing the power button (POWER, PWR), which is on the bottom left, for 0.5 seconds. After start up the in-strument, what the instrument displays is the same information as it was used last time. The menu displays related settings in its current mode. 

 Chart 2-1: The keyboard’s Layout      Chart of Keyboard’s primary functions Name Functions 
CENT Setting sweeping central frequency 
SPAN Setting the span width (frequency span) MODE Entering function selection. Pressing repeatedly can switch between function selection menu and function menu. FUNC Entering system setup and exiting system setup 
STOP/RUN Stop sweeping, start sweeping 
+、- Same as rotating knob, but the step is larger than the knob. 
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MARK Entering the cursor function menu AMP Adjusting the reference level, trajectory position, the range of the signal source function as well as the vertical extent in VSWR test. POWER Power switch  
SHIFT Start the secondary functions Chart 2-1      CENT and SPAN can be set in “Frequency control” which is in the FUNC menu. Chart of Keyboard’s secondary functions Key Combination Functions to use 
SHIFT+CENT Setting the beginning frequency  SHIFT+SPAN Setting the ending frequency  
SHIFT+LOCAL Disconnecting to the computer and forcibly switching to the lo-cal operation 
SHIFT+FUNC Resetting to defaults 
SHIFT+STOP/RUN Switching to the single step. In this mode, press STOP/RUN once, scan once. 
SHIFT+1 Saving the data to the storage card SHIFT+2 Read the curves and settings from the storage card 
SHIFT+3 Self-defining the file names after saving the data into the storage card 
SHIFT+4 Adjusting the screen luminance SHIFT+5 Adjusting the RF output range 
SHIFT+6 Warning tone of power switch button SHIFT+. Saving the current user calibration data 
SHIFT+0 Reading the current user calibration data 
SHIFT+ENTER Locking the keyboard and knob to prevent the mistaken opera-tion 

Chart 2-2  2.2 Measuring Ports     There are three signal ports in KC901V. Two RF ports, one AF port. The far right one is the input/output port for testing specturm and reflection. The far left one is the output port for transmission measurement and the output of RF signal source. The other RF port inside, which is connected to the standard load, is replaceable.     In other files, as shown in chart 2-4, the ports from left to right are named Port 1, Port 2 and Port 3.     The N type measuring port has a precise surface, it needs to be protected, espe-cially the S11 port from the right side. Use only qualified connectors and always check before connecting. If the core needle is sticking out too long or bended, fix them be-
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fore the connection. However, it’s not necessary to connect an adaptor just for pro-tecting the ports. Extra adaptors will worsen the accuracy.      The designed lifetime of RF ports is 500 times plug in/pull out. Ports’ aging has certain influence on the accuracy of the vector measurement. Replace with new ports when the old one is out of its lifetime. 

 Chart 2-4  Ports on top  2.3 Auxiliary Ports     There are four ports at the right side as the following picture shows. From left to right: TF card slot, RJ45 Ethernet port, power input jack, and USB port. (Shown as Chart 2-5) 

 Chart 2-5 Ports from the right side 2.4 Function Description Six basic functions of KC901V   Reflection test (S11)   Transmission test (S21)   Spectrum (SPEC)   Field strength (FIELD) 
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  RF signal source (RF SOURCE)   Audio signal source (AF SOURCE)      MODE button is for function selection. Function can be switched by pressing MODE repeatedly. In most situations, user can switch back to the function menu/function selection menu by just pressing MODE, it can be used as a HOME button.      The typical application of reflection test (S11) is to test antenna’s stationary wave and impedance. For this, choose the port which is on right side.      Reflection is measured in vector. It has various ways to display and can be chosen through FORMAT menu. When showing Smith chart and the impedance, the soft menu from the second left can provide more ways to display.      Access: MODE and then choose the item of reflection test (S11) in the menu.      The typical application of transmission measurement (S21/12) is to test the fil-ter and the amplitude-frequency characteristic chart. For this, both two N type RF ports need to be used. Signal outputs from instrument’s left port and inputs from the right port.       Access: MODE and then choose item S21.  
Attention 
    While performing transmission measurement, the flow direction of the signal is 
opposite to the reflection measurement. It’s also different from the usual network 
analyzer. While testing the asymmetric elements, adjusting elements’ directions 
manufactoringly is needed.  Insertion Loss Measurement is a form of single frequency transmission meas-urement. So user can adjust the devices under test quickly with its fast update rate. It can be used for accurate filter adjustment as well as measuring the gain of antenna. In order to maintain the consistency with the operating habits of other instru-ments, turn-on/off setting of insertion loss measurement function is in field strength mode.  Access: press MODE(then choose PAGE DOWN), choose FIELD in the menu, then choose Insertion. You will see that “GEN ON” on the right down of the screen.   Spectrum mode (SPEC)’s typical application is monitoring frequency occupation and interference. It can also be used to test RF circuits, search hidden emission source with KC-R100 directional antenna. The right-hand-side port should be used in this situation.   Access: Press MODE and then choose SPEC in the menu.  
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Field Strength mode (FIELD) is for testing field strength and signal coverage, as well as detecting the amplitude of RF signal in circuit conveniently. Due to DC isola-tion is already installed, user can connect probes to test signals with DC bias in re-ceivers and transmitters directly. But be careful of impedance’s match. Also it’s nec-essary to take safety measures for the attenuator and the DC block which are con-catenated with KC901V while detecting the transmitter. After some experience, users can use field strength mode to quickly judge if radio station’s emission is strong enough. For this mode, use the port on the right side.  Access: Press MODE (PAGE DOWN) then choose FIELD in the menu.   RF Signal Source (RF SOURCE) is for producing a signal in mW range, its typical application is to transmit a weak signal to check radio station’s sensitivity in short dis-tance. For user with experience, this weak signal is very convenient. External attenu-ator can be added to extent the usages of signal source.  The RF signal source’s output level can be adjusted through internal output at-tenuator. Instrument’s output attenuator can also be used as an amplitude modulator generating ASK signal. if the output attenuator is already used for adjusting output power, the modulation depth is limited by output attenuation level. The bigger the attenuation is, the smaller the modulation level which can be used will be.  In RF signal source mode, use the N-port on the left side.  Access: Press MODE and then PAGE DOWN, finally choose RF SOURCE in the menu.  Audio Signal Source (AF SOURCE) is for producing a low-frequency voltage signal. its typical application is to adjust the audio signal paths in devices. Since the audio signal source can produce a steady output up to 50MHz with various modulation, it can also be used for adjusting RF circuits under 50MHz. The Audio signal source actually can be set to a very high frequency (performance can’t be guaranteed). With under-sampling output, it can also be used for adjusting radio station’s sensitivity and so on.  Access: Press MODE and then choose PAGE DOWN, finally choose AF SOURCE in the menu.   2.5 Adjust Operation State     When the instrument starts, default is to sweep only once then it turns into STOP state. If you want the instrument to start sweeping, you must start it by yourself by pressing RUN/STOP. Instrument will sweep constantly with one key press and will stop sweeping if pressed one more time. RUN/STOP supports secondary functions. Press SHIFT first and then press RUN/STOP to turn RUN/STOP into single sweep but-
ton. When the screen shows this sign “ ”, the instrument only sweeps once with one RUN/STOP button press. Repeating the operation of SHIFT+RUN/STOP can cancel this function.  
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     Single sweeping mode. Instrument sweeps only once with each RUN/STOP press.  
     continuous sweeping mode. Instrument will do the constant sweeping. In the single sweep mode, this sign will also be shown while sweeping.  
     Stop sweeping. RF circuit’s power will be cut entirely.      If the main setting parameters are changed when not sweeping, instrument will scan once automatically.  
Attention     Since there is no warm-up, result is not accurate in the single sweeping mode. it’s only suitable for qualitative analysis. When accurate data is needed, instrument must be set to continuous sweeping mode.   2.6 Local Oscillation Mode     There is a Local oscillation mode in each of the following modes: SPEC, S21 and FIELD. This function is for judging signal imaging.      LowLo: Low local oscillation. The LO frequency lower than the test frequency. The image interference is from low frequency side.     HighLo: High local oscillation. The LO frequency is higher than the test frequency. The image interference is from the high frequency side.     If there is a signal showing in the same position on the screen whether in LowLo mode or HighLo mode, this signal is probably a truly existed signal. If it shows in Low-Lo mode but disappears in HighLo mode, the real frequency probably is 219.3MHz less than the one that is shown. If it shows in HighLo mode but disappears in LowLo mode, the real frequency probably is 219.3MHz more than the one that is shown.      When the frequency is lower than 200MHz, the local oscillation setting is invalid. In this case, image interference can be filtered through low-pass selector.  
Attention     The factory calibrations of spectrum, transmission and field strength modes are done in HighLo mode. The test may be inaccurate under LowLo mode.  2.7 Basic Testing Parameters Setting     To set the central frequency, press CENT first, then enter it on the number pad. If the desired frequency is near the current frequency setting, user might use the hand wheel or press “+” “-”.     To set the sweeping width, press SPAN.     To set the start frequency (START), use the combined key SHIFT+CENT.     To set the stop frequency (STOP), use the combined key SHIFT+SPAN. 
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    If you are used to enter the frequency with start/stop frequency, you can set the frequency control item as “START/STOP” in FUNC menu.     press the AMP button and turn the wheel / press the "+" or "-" button to set the REF Level and moving the curve up and down.      While testing VSWR, button AMP is for adjusting the amplitude display division. Pressing it repeatedly can switch the range among large, middle and small.      Sweeping point’s setting is in FUNC menu, shown as SWEEP POINT. Keep it as 450 points in most situation and it’s not necessary to change it in usual cases. Instru-ment will choose the suitable frequency step (STEP) automatically according to the sweeping width.      Sweeping speed can be set in FUNC menu with 3 levels: fast, middle and slow. Usually middle speed will be the choice. Using fast can shorten the sweep time, but loosing accuracy. In this case, there will be a “*” shown on top right corner of the screen to notify user that the test is not accurate.     Resolution bandwidth of S11 and S21 need to be set in FUNC menu. The small-er RBW is, the slower the instrument’s scans. Factory calibration is done under RBW 10KHz. So set RBW as 10KHz if there are no other special reasons.      In the menu of S21, item (dB/div) can be used for switching the range of ordi-nate.   2.8 Field Strength Mode Settings     Field strength mode is measuring the level of input port. Field strength’s value is from the calculation of input level and antenna’s coefficient. Antenna’s coefficient is mainly related with antenna’s gain and frequency. So make sure that the instrument gets the antenna’s gain if you want to get the accurate field strength.      After enter field strength mode (FIELD), there is an item (ANT GAIN) in the menu. After pressing it, choose the sign with “+/-” in the menu, then enter the antenna’s gain on the number keyboard.      Update speed of the number display can be set in 3 levels: FAST, MIDDLE and SLOW. MIDDLE is recommended. Update speed of the S-meter won’t be influenced by this setting. It’s for observing the transient strength change of signal strength.   
Attention     KC901V is a network analyzer, so there is no protection for local oscillation’s leak. If used for observing the spectrum or field strength, there must be local oscillation signal flow into the receiving antenna and its strength degree can reach -30dBm. Its frequency is at 109.65MHz plus or minus the receiving frequency. User should esti-mate the consequences and if needed, avoid the interfering frequency points by set-ting local oscillation as well as adding a band-pass filter.    
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2.9 Insertion Loss Mode     Insertion loss test is actually a single point S21 measurement.      Firstly, enter field strength mode, then choose “Insertion” on the bottom right corner on the screen. After choosing it, there will be a “GEN ON” sign. Data on the left side of the screen is the absolute level value. However, the data on the right is the relative level. To calibrate, connect the cable without the DUT to each RF port, and then choose AUTO CAL in the menu. After calibrating, connect the device under the test to the testing cable. Reading at the left is insertion loss.   2.10 Data Saving     If data needs to be saved, insert a micro SD (TF) card into the instrument.      In test function, press combined key SHIFT+1 to save the current screenshot as well as save the test results and settings as a chart.      The file names will be set automatically by system. If you want to set the file names by yourself, use the combined key SHIFT+3.      While connecting the instrument to PC via USB, the instrument is detected as a USB flash drive. In this case, the SD card is already taken over by the PC, therefore when connecting to PC, data can’t be saved.      In S11, if you need to save the files as S1P format or save all original testing points, you need to save it in Smith chart mode.  2.11 System setting note     Press FUNC button to set the System Setting. In FUNC page, press SHIFT +7 to go the Advance Setting. Change this parameter may cause a wrong result. Use the "Fac-tory Reset" (ALL RESET) to reset the parameter. Attention:     1, Set the Sweep Point at 450pt to sweep fast. Unless using a very long cable to measurement.     2, Set the Sweep Speed to MIDDLE. Fast Sweep Speed may cause more noise and measure error, the result is just for suggestion. Set the Sweep Speed to SLOW to get best accuracy.     3, Set the Freq Ref and Triger to Int     4, Set the bridge to Int unless useing an external bridge           
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Chapter 3  User Calibration  and Preparation before Measurement 
 3.1 Overview     KC901V has been calibrated on its ports at factory so that the field calibration can be skipped. Due to various reasons, the factory calibration can’t correct error in field-use perfectly, so the curves will have some imperfect drifts. But in normal engi-neering applications, as long as the testing result can help with analyzing and judging, there is not necessary to spend time on user calibration.      During measurement, cables and adapters are normally used. They will intro-duce loss and phase shift. With temperature drift and aging, instrument’s perfor-mance will degrade. If this has big influence on your measurement and makes test result no longer usable, a user calibration should be performed.     Calibration data is only valid if measuring DUT with the same conditions (cables, adaptors, temperature, analyzing bandwidth and sweeping speed etc.) as performing the calibration. If these condition has changed, there will be new errors. Calibration conditions should be as close as it can be the actual situation of the test.      Try to reduce the times of changing different adaptors during testing. It’s not recommended to put an extra adaptor on just for protection the ports.  3.2 Calibration Modes     There are three kinds of calibrations in KC901V, factory calibration, system cali-bration and user calibration.      Factory calibration: Instrument has a high-density full-band calibration. using scaling algorithm to do the interpolation reaching higher density. The factory calibra-tion is saved into the instrument permanently; users can’t reset it or use it directly. But it can override the system calibration by restoring factory settings.     System calibration: after the instrument comes out from the factory, the data of system calibration is the same as factory calibration. System calibration can be used directly. It also can be done by users. After doing the system calibration, every fre-quency of the instrument is calibrated, the basic error corrections can be maintained. So it’s not necessary to do this calibration again in most situations. When restoring the factory settings, the system calibration which is set by user will be abandoned and the system calibration data will be the same as the factory calibration.      User calibration: it can be set by user anytime. This calibration will do the cor-rection to every data point according to the actual setting. There won’t be interpola-tion errors. Therefore, its accuracy is higher than factory calibration as well as system calibration. User calibration is only applicable for the set frequency. If the setting pa-rameters are changed, the calibration data will be useless but still saved temporarily. If we go back to the last setting parameters, the calibration data is still effective.  
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Calibration procedure     In the displays of S11 and S21 functions, every menu on the right side has “CAL Select”. It’s for switching among system calibration, user calibration and no calibra-tion.      If user needs to do the user calibration, choose “RE CAL”.     In FUNC menu, using combined key SHIFT+7 can access system calibration.     Instrument will show the specific operations after entering the calibration inter-face. If doing S11 calibration, when the instrument notices LOAD, user can choose Skip.     Calibration’s electric length parameters must be set first in FUNC menu.   3.3 Calibration before S21 Measurement     If the DUT is small and light, one of the DUT’s port can be connected to the in-strument directly, although it’s not a good practice. In this case, only one RF cable is needed for a complete testing system. If the DUT is too big and heavy or the type of adaptor is not matched, two RF cables are needed.  

 Chart 3-1A: Connect with one cable in calibration      When using only one cable, connect the cable to both ports of the instrument directly (shown as chart A above) and the user calibration should be used. When us-ing two cables, connect them with a thru-adaptor whose electric length is known. Then connect the two ports of the instrument with it (shown as chart B below), and the user calibration should be used as well.      If there are many cables which are connected in series in different places in one system, user can connect all of them in series to do the calibration.      When testing power amplifier, the power amplifier’s output should connect in series with an attenuator to avoid damaging the instrument with excessive RF power. If the amplifier is a small signal amplifier, connect the attenuator to its input port to 
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avoid the drive signal being too strong. Before this kind of test, all the attenuators and cables should be connected in series to do the calibration.        To start the user calibration, choose “Re CAL” in the function menu and then follow the guilds.  

 Chart 3-1B: Connect two cables in calibration      Parameters of calibration kit (or other adaptors which their electric length are known) can be set in FUNC menu. Set the calibration kit’s electric length in the in-strument so that instrument can compensate calibration kit’s phase shift automati-cally. For the testing system which has several cables and adapters, the thru adaptor’s electric length in the FUNC menu should be set as the sum of the adapters’ electric lengths which are removed from the actual test.      If user wants to change the frequency after the calibration, system calibration is automatically choosen.   3.4 Calibration before S11 Measurement     Function S11 has various display modes, but it needs calibration only one time. Calibration parameters can be used in all modes.      User calibration should be done in following situations:       1. Verifying important devices (e.g. antennas for broadcasting and TV station).       2. When DUT can’t be connected to the instrument directly and it is connect-ed with extra cables.      After calibration, test if the curve of open and load are shown normally. If there are some obvious errors, redo the calibration. In VSWR mode, curves in open circuit should be over than 10 and it should be under 1.2 connecting to the load.  Attention 
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    During external cables’ far-end calibration, if the external cables’ electric lengths exceed one half of the wave length of the frequency (STEP), user needs to increase the sweeping points (or reduce SPAN) before the calibration to avoid the phase aliasing. For example, STEP 3MHz is 100m when it’s converted wave length. The external cable can’t be over 35 meter. (Electric length = cable’s actual length/speed factor)      Choose “Re CAL” in S11 mode and then operate it with the operation tips.     Sometimes, when the DUT is the printed circuit board or devices which can’t be connected with coaxial adaptors, user needs to strip off testing cable’s end and then solder it on the DUT. In these kinds of situations, user can do the open-short calibra-tion before connect the DUT. During the open-short calibration, solder coaxial cables’ core wires on the shielding layer; in open circuit, separate them and hang them in the air. When instrument ask for a Load, choose “Skip” in the soft menu.  3.5 Reflection Standard     S11 uses SOL calibration. It needs 3 kinds of standards: short, open and load. During calibration, these three standards are considered as perfect. Instrument will search the differences between the ideal values and the actual testing value. Then use equation set to describe all errors. Therefore, these three standards should be close to ideal.     KC951011/KC951012 is the SOL standard that we (Kexinshe) provide. User can also use other proper standard, but keep in mind that standard’s terminal effect must be small. Because there is no compensation for KC901V (non-commercial version). KC951011’s nominal electric length is 5.26mm and KC951012’s one is 0. If user chooses other standard, the actual electric length must be input into instrument’s FUNC interface.      When user needs to connect the standard with instrument, tighten then up with the strongest power by using the thumb and index finger’s fingertip to clamp them. If user uses torque spanner, spanner with the torque which is 135M.cm is suggested.      Standards are expensive accessory, take good care of it while using and storing it. Also performance validation in regular period is prefered. Before calibration, adaptors must be checked and cleaned to avoid damaging the standard.   3.6 Cable Compensation(extended)     In order to connect the instrument and DUT, usually we need some RF cables. If it’s not able to do the end calibration on cables, user can use system calibration or do the user calibration on instrument’s ports. Then use the cable compensation to re-move the influence of cables. In this way, the accuracy will be worse than doing the calibration on cable’s end but better than nothing.  
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    Firstly, test the cable’s length with the steps shown in sections 4.3. If cable’s ve-locity coefficient is already known, electric length can also be known by calculating cable’s mechanical length. But it will be less accurate than actually measuring it.     When cable is connected to an antenna which cannot be disconnected easily, user can follow section 4.3 to test the electric length. But we should choose those frequency band whose phase variation tendency is steady and the phase-frequency characteristic curve should be rather straight. In this way, usually the tested electric length will extend to antenna’s feed point. It will be more effective than adjusting the antenna. If it’s able to do the calibration on the end of the feeder, user still can use such method to maintain the phase plane extended to feed point.      Press FUNC to enter system setting interface. There is an item ”Cable data”. En-ter the testing result above into “Cable Length”.     “Cable attenuation” means antenna’s single attenuation in “Cable frequency”. The best way to measure cable attenuation is using S11. But since we are in an envi-ronment which we cannot perform the calibration on the other side, usually it’s not able to do S11 measurement. In this time, we need to enter the data which is pro-vided by the cable’s factory. Of course we can also use S11 to measure it in far-end open circuit. If there is fluctuating in the curve, take wave crest which is near the fi-nal-expected frequency band and with less attenuation. Pay attention that the read-ing number should be divided by 2. When the attenuation is unsure, set it as 0.     Once “Cable data” is set, instrument will try to cancel the cable influence with it. After the measurement is done, reset the parameters in time to prevent mistakes in future use.     Cable parameter is also effective in S21 measurement.   3.7 Using the external bridge     Press SHIFT + 7 button in FUNC menu, set the "bridge" option to "EXT". Connect the External Bridge's INPUT to KC901V's Port 2 (at the left), connect the bridge's Re-flection to Port 1 (at the right). Before measurement must use "User Calibration" to calibrate. Connect an attenuator if necessary.     Use a high performance bridge can improve accuracy.  3.8 Necessary Preparation     3.8.1 Check battery status before taking the instrument out in the field. Let the instrument run and observe the reading of voltage meter. If it’s over 8.0V, it means that there is at least half of battery capacity left. In order to avoid that the battery gone flat by forgetting to turn off the instrument, setting it automatically turn off is suggested. If user needs it to be operating in the field for a long time, take the power charger with it. If it’s impossible to charge the instrument outside, user can prepare an external battery pack.  
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    3.8.2 If the instrument needs to be carried to outside so often, especially when it’s probably to meet the raining day or walking into water, prepare a waterproof pel-ican case.      3.8.3 When it may be necessary to measure an amplifier or transmitter, prepare enough attenuators. When the tested signal is suspected to be over the instrument’s limit, user must connect attenuators in series.      3.8.4 When testing in places where antennas maybe live, such as broadcast and television tower. Use the terminal power meter to make sure that the coupled power of the antenna under test is lower than 0.1W. When antennas are on the tower, some may be transmitting. The emission RF power will do couple through the air. In this situation, the instrument might break due to the antenna under test coupling lots of RF power.     3.8.5 When testing antennas near the high voltage power line or a substation, please check that the coupled voltage on the port which under test with ac voltmeter. The induced peak voltage shouldn’t be over 15V. Also coaxial cable’s shielding layer should be grounded nearby.      3.8.6 If user uses a probe to measure RF signal on circuit board, pay attention to connect the external shielding layer of the cable with circuit board’s ground together. Hanging-in- air is dangerous and it probably will break KC901V.      3.8.7 Instrument can measure passive components while it’s charging. But user should avoid using it on active devices in the same situation. If user insists on doing so, please connect the ground of KC901V (the external layer of the coaxial connector) to the ground of the DUT in equipotential connection to prevent the damage which is caused by the voltage difference between the instrument and DUT.     3.8.8 If user needs to test at height, prepare enough firm safety ropes and pack-ing bags in order to avoid the accidental drop. Also set warning zone under the tower.                 
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Chapter Four  Common Measurement Methods 
 4.1 Quick Adjustment of Duplexer     Duplexer is an important part of a repeater. Its insertion loss and isolation ratio are related to the performance of the repeater. In frequency band which is used commonly, KC901V can provide an operation range which is better than 95dB. User can adjust the duplexer into the best state under its monitoring.     Prepared accessories: a 50Ωdummy load, 2 RF cables, necessary RF adaptors.     Fixing KC901V on the workbench is suggested.     tools: a socket spanner with a center hole, screwdrivers. If it’s possible, fix the duplexer which is under the test on the workbench.     Special settings: In the beginning of the adjustment, user can use middle speed or high speed (FUNC, Speed). When doing the fine-tuning to the trap frequency point, user should use Low speed, also insertion loss mode can be used as well.      Take band trap theory’s six-cavity duplexer as an example to introduce the ad-justing steps.      Set KC901V to S21 and then set its center and span to make the frequency range cover the original frequency and the new frequency of the duplexer. AMP can be set as 0dB or +10dB (AMP and ordinate range can be switched according to curve’s posi-tion.). After turn on system calibration, move mark1 and mark2 nearby duplexer’s new receiver frequency and transmitter frequency.     Firstly, use the instrument to measure the insertion loss of the RF cable (S21) and shake the cable and adaptor at the same time to check if the curve shakes as well to make sure if there is any bad contact. Cable’s insertion loss should be as less as it can be and be steady as well. Cable’s quality should be good too so that it can provide the good shielding layer. User can hang the cable in the air to check the position of instrument’s noise floor. In 450MHz, it’s better below -100dB but at least up to -90dB.     Clean up the socket of the duplexer, and then connect one of the instrument’s RF port to duplexer’s TX input port (usually noted as high). After that, connect in-strument’s another port to duplexer’s ANT (antenna) port. Finally, connect the load to the rest RX port (usually noted as low).(Chart 4-1).     Adjust three of the screws which near TX port to make the dip move to the posi-tion which mark1 points at as well as to make them superposition possibly. Fine-tune the screws step by step under the monitoring of mark1’s S reading to make the min-imum reading. In normal situation, it should be down to -60dB. In this time, what mark1 indicates is the insulation of the HIGH side. What mark2 indicates is the inser-tion loss of HIGH side.      Connect KC901V’s output port with duplexer’s ANT port, and then connect the input port to RX port. Then connect the load on the TX port. Adjust the three screws 
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which are near the RX port and then make the dip move to mark2 position as well as to make them superposition possibly. Fine-tune these three screws repeatedly from center to right side one by one under the monitoring of mark2’s S reading. In normal situation, it should be down to -60dB.  

 Chart 4-1: Example for connection method of duplexer measurement      Adjust the central frequency and sweeping span to make the new curve zoomed in. Then adjust the positions of maker1 and marker 2. Finally connect the testing ca-bles with a thru, to perform user calibration.     Then connect instrument’s output port with duplexer’s TX port again, connect input with ANT port. Finally connect a dummy load to RX port. Fine-tune the three screws repeatedly from center to right side one by one to make the reading of mark1 as low as possible. In normal situation it should be lower than -70dB. In this time, read the S parameter of mark2, which is the duplexer’s insertion loss to the transmit signal.     Firstly, connect the output port to ANT port and connect the input port to RX port. Then connect the dummy load to TX port. After that, fine-tune the three screws on the RX side to make mark2’s reading minimum. In normal situation, it should be 
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lower than -70dB. Finally read the S parameter of mark1, which is the insertion loss of the duplexer to the receiving signal.  

 Chart 4-2: Typical curve of duplexer’s LOW side, uncompensated cable loss      Try to switch LO mode and choose which ever makes the curve’s bottom the lowest. When adjusting both sides of the duplexer, different OSL modes may need to be used.      Some duplexers’ parameters of both sides can influent each other. In this case, user may need to do the steps above again till the attenuation parameter is up to -70dB.     Do not make the notch curve of the duplexer too sharp pointed at the bottom. user can reduce the SPAN to 1MHz. To observe curve’s bottom, the width should be more then 100KHz. If the curve is too sharp, its tip may drift out of the used frequen-cy once temperature or the matching of antennas has changed.      When there is conflict between the insertion loss and the attenuation, consider the attenuation at RX side first. Properly lower repeater’s transmission power to lower the demand of isolation. In this case, keep in mind that “adjust TX toward inside, ad-just RX toward outside” to try to keep the balance between insertion loss and isola-tion.      For coupling level, user can adjust the coupling bolt with the duplexer which is adjusted by the screws. If other adjusting screws are not long enough, they can be replaced by the long screws. If the screws need to get inside very deep, duplexer’s Q value will reduce. If needed, user can lengthen solenoid by taking apart the duplexer.      If the insertion loss can’t be reduced to reasonable level, user might consider using S11 (connect the dummy load to the untested port and it’s not preferred to connect it to instrument’s port) to try different adjustments. Also balance it with oth-er parameters and make SWR stay within 1.5. 
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    During the adjustment, user should try to seize the good timing to lock the screw to fix the parameters.  Attention: 
    Port matching has a great influence on duplexer’s attenuation. There will be some tiny differences of the results by using different instruments. There also will be differences after changing the connections between instrument and duplexer. There are differences too for different repeaters and antennas’ impedance and its actual performance will be worse than the expected performance. In the first test, user needs to sum up the experience according to the actual performance after put the repeater in.     Concatenate the attenuator (about 10dB) with instrument’s input port to im-prove the matching. Increase the output attenuation (SHIFT+Po. ATT) to 10dB. It’s good to reduce the influence, which is from instrument’s nonlinearity, to the test re-sult.   4.2 Antenna Measurement  attention     The output port of the KC901V may transmit up to 10dBm(10mW). When the antenna is tested, the output of the 901V will be transmitted through the antenna to the air. Regulated output attenuation (SHIFT+Po.ATT) can reduce emission, but 901V must be recalibrated (Re CAL).  4.2.1 Antenna Standing Wave Ratio testing     When measuring SWR, set the instrument into S11 and adjust the Format as VSWR. User needs to be away from the antenna after setting the center and span.  Antenna’s standing wave ratio is related with the field environment. So user should choose a open outdoor environment, such as the roof. The cables should be as short as it can be. If the RF cable is a bit long, disconnect the end which is connected to an-tenna, and then do the user calibration to it.     The 13.56 MHz antenna, which RFID usually uses, almost can’t connect to the instrument directly. In this case, users can make a small ring-type antenna by them-selves. Use this ring-type antenna to close to RFID antenna, then the standing wave will change. Sum up the experience properly, the antenna, which is under the test, its performance can be judged according to the changes of the standing wave.  4.2.2 Cable canceling When measuring antenna, due to the limitation of the field environment, some-times the calibration can’t be done on the antenna’s port. So it can’t remove the in-fluence from the coax automatically. In this situation, if user hope to know antenna’s RF parameters, they can enter the cable length into the instrument. The instrument cancelation the cable.  
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    There are two items in FUNC menu, which are “Cable Length” and “Cable Loss”. Cable length is the actual length of the cable divided by the velocity coefficient. With cable length, cable loss can be predicted according to the loss per unit length which is provided by cable technical manual.      Both two items above are the one way travel parameters.      The operation of cable canceling is only suitable on low frequency, under 30MHz. Only in this condition, user should try to do the user calibration on the cable which is far away from the instrument so that the instrument can remove the cable influence preciously.   4.2.3 Antenna Impedance Measurement     KC901V can calculate antenna’s impedance by testing RF signal, amplitude dif-ferences of reflection signal and the phase differences. Since amplitude and phase differences are related with the feeder line, the user calibration must be done on the end of the feeder line unless the antenna connects to instrument directly.      About the antenna of the PCB, if there is no coaxial interface, user can discon-nect the antenna from the PCB, and then connect the small coaxial cable to the in-strument. perform calibration before any measurement. When the instrument prompts user to do open/short circuit, open/short circuit the end of the coaxial cable accordingly. Then skip the load calibration (SKIP).      Antenna’s installation environment has a great influence on antenna’s imped-ance. So during the measurement, make sure the antenna system setup is as close as the application environment. For those antennas which are installed on handheld de-vice, routers and other devices, since they work together with other devices’ metallic conductive casing, the case must be included into the measurement. For example, if router’s antenna needs to be tested, router ant’s host device case should be tested together. The original coax need to be disconnected from router’s PCB, and then route the testing cable for antenna. The end of the testing cable, which is near the antenna, needs to go through the toroid ring. During the calibration, make sure that this cable is included.      Under the low frequency, if it’s not able to do the calibration on the cable, user can set cable length in FUNC menu to remove its influence. When the frequency is high (for example, 2400MHz), this way is not reliable.    4.2.4 Simple Measurement of Antenna’s Gain and Antenna Pattern     KC901V can test antenna’s horizontal pattern or the front-to-back ratio by using its S21 (or insertion loss) function with another set of antenna; If there is another set of antenna which the gain is already known, then the antenna gain can be tested too.      Measurement environment: RF anechoic Chamber or standard measurement site. For engineering measurement, choose a place which is an open and level ground. Suggested size is bigger than 20 times of the wave length. For antenna which the fre-quency band is over UHF, flat root can be used. 
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    Equipment: Two antenna stands, one of them should have a turntable on the top. Antenna stands’ heights should reach the using conditions of antenna’s design. In principle, it should be larger than two operating wavelengths. The distance between the two stands should be longer than 10 times of the operating wavelength (short-wave antenna and other antennas which the operating wavelengths are very long, shortening the spacing is acceptable). If necessary, user can do several meas-urements with different distances and take the average value among the results to remove the influence which is from the ground reflection. Prepare the cable which is long enough according to the distance between the stands. Try to make that the dis-tance between the instrument and the user can be more than 10 times than the wavelengths. If the gain needs to be tested, prepare another reference antenna which the gain is already known.      Method: install the testing antenna and the antenna which is under the test on the stand (Chart 4-3). Testing antenna’s main lobe should align the antenna which is under the test. Make the under-the -test antenna’s certain direction (a predicted main-lobe direction or just mark a direction) align the testing antenna. Set the in-strument in S21 mode and enter the testing frequency. In normal situation, choose the small span, 1MHz for example. Do the user calibration in S21 mode to make the curve return to zero. Turn the under-the-test antenna within a certain angle and rec-ord the corresponding S parameters (dB) of every angle. Finally, mark the points on the angle-gain coordinate graph to get the directivity diagram of the under-the-test antenna.     The measurement mentioned above can also be done in insertion loss mode. Firstly, enter FIELD mode and choose Insertion to start the insertion measurement. Then press Auto CAL to make the insertion reading return to zero. Its insertion read-ing shares the same meaning with the S parameter in S21.  

 Chart 4-3: Measuring Antenna Gain in an Open Field  
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    During the measurement, every measurement data can be saved by using the combined key SHIFT+1 and the saved data can be used for analyzing after the meas-urement. In order to reduce the complicity of the operation, KC901V will name the files names automatically according to the order of the file time. If there are many files and it can be confusing easily, user can save them by using the combined key SHIFT+3. In this time, users can name the file names by themselves.      If the antenna gain needs to be measured, set the reference antenna, which the gain is known, on the stand of the under-the-test antenna. After it, adjust the orienta-tions of the reference antenna and the testing antenna (make the reference antenna aligns the under-the-test antenna according to the gain orientation which is already given). Then do the user calibration in S21 mode and keep the setting parameters of the instrument. Then replace the reference antenna with the under-the-test antenna. Then test and record its S parameters in every different angle when it turns. In this time, we can get antenna gain in different angles by adding tested parameter and the gain of the reference antenna together.      Pepeat the steps above if you need to test the directivity diagrams and gains in different frequencies.      Frequency can’t be changed during the test, otherwise user calibration will be useless and the data will also lose the relative meanings. While testing, users need to stay away from the antenna. If the under-the-test antenna needs to be turned by people, users can only read the data after turning the antenna and stay away from it.      When using two pc of KC901V, they can make a scalar network testing system of single frequency point by setting one of KC901Vs in signal source and another one in FIELD mode. This system can be used when two antennas are in a long distance. One of the KC901V, which is used for emission, it can also be replaced by a transmitter which has a steady power level. Since the isolation in this way is better than the in-ternal insulation of single instrument, it can satisfy some testing applications which need the large dynamic range (in the same way, users can use a PC to control two pcs of KC901V at the same time if they need the larger dynamic range to do other S21 tests).  4.3 Measuring Electric Length of Transmission Line     When the transmission line’s end is in open circuit or short circuit, user can use KC901V to measure its electric length. In S11 mode, adjust it into PHASE display and take the part of the curve which is smooth and the periodicity is obvious. Then meas-ure the frequency difference length (Δλ) after the phase rolled one circumference (The difference between two cursors’ frequencies is nearly 0°). After it, you can get the electric length of the transmission line. Of course, user can also measure the fre-quency difference length after the phase shifts 180° .Then divide it with 4 to get the result directly, or try to get the result by measuring two frequency difference length after two 360°.  
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    User can also save the data first and then get the group delay by getting the der-ivation of the phase on PC to get the electric length. In this case, user should choose the smaller SPAN or many sweeping points to avoid phase aliasing.      Take the SPAN which is as small as possible to make the curve in the display area can go through one or two periods so that it can get the higher range resolution.      If connect the under-the-test transmission line through the patch cord, user needs to do the user calibration on the end of the patch cord. In this time, the cable length compensation needs to be set as zero in FUNC menu.      What chart4-5 shows is the typical curve when test the electric length. This cable electric length is 1.432m. The actual length which is already known is 1.005m. The velocity coefficient can be calculated as 0.7018. 

 Chart 4-5: Measuring the Cable Electric Length in Phase Frequency Characteristic      When the cable’s end is open circuit or short circuit, the cable loss is about half of the return loss. When there is an antenna in cable connection, the echo loss in an-tenna’s non-working frequency can be used for evaluating the cable loss preliminarily.  4.4 Spectrum Analysis     We have enhanced the performance of KC901V’s input circuit. Therefore, it can provide simple spectrum analysis display. Warning: 
    KC901V’s input port’s allowed level is +20dBm. Limiting direct voltage is 15V. Once beyond them, the instrument will be broken immediately. When testing the transmitter, there must be enough attenuators concatenated. In this way, the input won’t beyond the limitation in any accidence. Attention: 
    The limiting power input level is the maximum level which won’t break the in-strument. But it doesn’t mean that it can test this level’s signal accurately. In order to do the accurate test, the input level should less than +10 dBm.  
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    KC901V is a VNA, its spectrum test results are for suggestion only.      KC901V’s frequency spectrum mode can be interfered by the mirror image. So if it is used for monitoring, concatenating a narrow-band filter on the input port is sug-gested. When testing the short-wave frequency spectrum, concatenate a low-pass filter (e.g. KC9504.02), which the cut-off frequency is 30MHz with suppression over 80dB at 110MHz, and then use it to filter the mirror image interference and IF feed-though interference. User can also use different Local Mode to identify the mir-ror image response. If there is IF feed-though interference, concatenate the 110MHz band rejection primary device (KC9504.03).     If the concerned frequency range is narrow, try to use the narrow-band antenna. Set CENT and SPAN according to frequency range which needs to be tested. Also set the AMP according to the strength of the under-the-test signal. When searching the weak signal, AMP should be set ≤-40dBm. Except it’s allowed to have omission, take the small SPAN to sweep step by step.  4.5 Detecting Interference Source     In the frequency band which has no image interference, user can detect the in-terference source with KC901V by searching the maximum signal strength direction.      After entering frequency spectrum, set CENT to the frequency which there may be interference on it and set SPAN to a smaller value (1MHz for example). When the interference is a bit weak, set AMP as -60dBm. Search the interference signal by ad-justing antenna’s directivity and its polarization mode till there is a maximum bump in the central of the spectrum. Use the magnetic compass cooperatively to mark the azimuth angle of antenna’s directivity and then draw a direction indication line on the map. After it, changes another place to do the test again and draws another direction indication line. These two lines’ crossover point is the most probable location of the potential interference source.      The connecting line of the two testing points should keep the angle between 60-120 °N with another line. It’s better that the angle is close 60 °N. (Chart 4-4)     The monitoring location should be as high as possible so that it can avoid the blockage from the surrounding buildings. When approaching the interference source, pay attention to adjust AMP according to the signal strength or use the field strength mode. Then move toward the direction which the interference signal is the strongest to approach the interference source. Usually, when approaching the interference 
source, the tested range should be over 70dBμ（-37dBm）.     putting band pass filters between antenna and instrument can greatly improve the testing reliability. Usually this filter is in helical structure or in cavity structure. Be-fore using it, user can adjust its passband frequency under KC901V’s monitoring. When the testing signal is weak, use can also concatenate LNA (low noise amplifier) between filter and instrument.   
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 Chart 4-4: Crossover Point and Operation Example on Map      No matter what instruments you use, locating an interference source is always a work which combines theories, experience and technology. So it needs practice to improve the efficiency. After several tests, especially the tests in cities and mountain areas, there will be various illusory directions because of signal’s diffraction and the reflection.     * For the narrow-band signal, the interference source will have higher response speed by being searched in field strength mode.      * When testing the emission field around radio station’s antennas, field strength mode must be used. The medium frequency gain in the frequency spectrum mode should be set by users themselves, but keep in mind that it may be broken by the strong signal because of the wrong setting.  Warning: 
    Unless there is permission, DO NOT test the space frequency spectrum of the non-working frequency with KC901V. Even you test it accidentally, don’t pass it on other people.       
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Chapter Five  Maintenance 
 5.1 How to Clean the Screen, Keyboard and Ports     Remove the protective films from screen. The glass pane of the display screen is replaceable. So it’s not necessary to place a protective film to protect the screen, otherwise if will reduce the visibility under the sun.      When the display screen and keyboard become dirty, wipe it with a piece of wet tissue and then dry them out with a piece of gauze.      If there is dust inside, take the control circuit board apart and clean it by blowing it with 0.2MPa compressed air. If it’s necessary, change a new glass pane of the dis-play screen and the rubber of the keyboard.      Please clean the RF adaptors regularly. When clean it, clean the inside of the ports with dry cotton swab. Then clean it with a cotton swab which is with a bit of al-cohol. Core needle’s end face and the inside/outside steps of connector’s shell must be cleaned very well. Core needle’s hole can be cleaned by spinning the tissue which is twisted slimly.  Warning: 
    Before taking apart of the circuit board, all batteries and the charger must be removed. User can take apart of the instrument shell and the control circuit board to install the batteries and clean the display screen. There won’t be any influence on the warranty period. But it will be out of the warranty range if there is any problem and damage caused during taking it apart.      Wiping the instrument on any part with organic solvent is banned. Also be careful and don’t let any fluid flow into the barometer.     5.2 Other Points for Attention     1. Please place the instrument into the suitcase or package if it’s in long-distance carry. Strap should be used if it’s carried outside. Do NOT put it together with other construction tools and something hard so that it can avoid the damages from hitting and falling accidents.      2. When testing some heavy devices or connecting some thick and strong coax cable, user should use some flexible cable to do the switch-over. Also remove the in-fluence of the patch cord by calibration.      3. Match the right position when install the connector and insert it carefully. Shake lightly and screw slowly. Screw the thread tight when feel that the core needle is insert into the core hole. Use both of two hands when screwing the thread. One hand holds the instrument to keep it from turning and screw the barrel with another hand. DO NOT make the whole plug turn. Also pay attention to check the connector which is not so familiar. If the core needle is too long or it’s slant, repair it before connecting it.  
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    4. Protect the instrument from the rain and moisture. Keep the back of the in-strument upward when it’s raining and try to keep it from the rain. If there is water get into it accidentally, turn off the power immediately and swing the water out from instrument’s bottom. Also take apart of the instrument immediately and take the batteries out after it. It will be better to prepare a waterproof suitcase if the instru-ment needs to be used at outside a lot.      5. In winter, seal the instrument into the plastic bag when it’s taken from outside into inside where there is heat and take it out till the temperature is in equilibrium. If there are dewdrops on the instrument, dry it before starting it up.     6. In order to protect the batteries, try to charge the batteries regularly and don’t only think of charging it till the power-shortage warning alerts. Also long-term floating charge is banned. Please remove the batteries if the instrument needs to work in a long time while keeping charging.      7. If the instrument doesn’t need to work for a long time, keep the voltage in 8.0V before keep it. During the keeping time, make sure that the instrument is charged to 8.0V at least once a year. Removing the batteries from the instrument is suggested if it doesn’t need to work for a long time.      8. Keep the instrument away from the high-power emission source, including the ordinary walkie.      9. Ionization radiation may break the instrument and the neutron exposure will cause the irreversible damage to the instrument.      10. The USB plug is fragile. So use the softy data cable and try to avoid the lateral force.      11. Instrument’s retesting period is 1 year. Sending it back to the manufacturing factory to do the retest or calibration is recommended.      12. Instrument’s quality guarantee period is 1 year. But it’s not included the ports, the normal wearing of the appearance and the artificial damage.      13. DO NOT take apart of instrument’s shell casually. The circuit will be broken easily if there is any carelessness during being taken apart. This kind of damage is not in the warranty. Users will lose the warranty right once they dismantle the RF module.               
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Chapter Six  Technical Specification 
 6.1 Measurement Theory     KC901V’s circuit has a signal source and two receivers.      Signal source is divided into two frequency bands: The signal which is lower than 60MHz (except audio frequency source) is produced by DDS directly; the one which is higher than 60MHz is produced by PLL. The signal sources of two frequency bands are gated by a RF switch and they combined into one RF signal to output.      Both two receivers are the digital-IF synchronous receivers. The reason why S21 function is “simplified vector” is that instrument’s receivers only detect the forward signal while using this function and it can’t detect the reverse signal. So it can only run the simplified calibration model and it can also only remove the errors of the fre-quency response.      Check Chart 6-1 for KC901V’s schematic diagram.  

 Chart 6-1: KC901V’s Schematic Diagram     When testing S11, the CW which is produced by signal source will enter the for-ward signal through forward shunt before entering into the bridge. Then it will take out the reverse signal from the directional bridge. Finally, it will input from port 1. The forward signal and reverse signal will enter the two separate receivers and enter ADC after the double conversion. Finally, it converts into digital signal and enter FPGA to be processed. KC901V takes the inner product of vectors to do digital phase discrimi-nation as well as takes root-mean-square detector to measure the range. About the data of RF measurement, they all come out by calculating the forward/reserve signal and the phase difference.      When testing S21, signal source will change its direction and output from port 2. Before going through the DUT, do the forward test first. After going through DUT, sig-nal will enter from port 1 and then do the transmission detection. The result of 
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transmission measurement comes from comparing the forward signal with the transmission signal. In theory, if all errors of the transmission measurement need to be removed, The RF parameters of DUT’s two ports need to be known.     When KC901V is doing the transmission measurement, it’s not able to get the RF parameter of the same direction. So it can’t remove all errors conveniently (unless turn the device into another direction and test it again, but it would be so complicat-ed to do it.). Consider that other errors are small, so it won’t be a main problem to engineering application. Therefore, S21 only support simple calibration. Accordingly, KC901V’s S32 measurement is called “Simple vector measurement”.      In audio source signal function, DDS is used for outputting the audio signal di-rectly. KC901V uses the digital synthesizer which the clock frequency is 400MHz. Therefore the audio signal source function can produce signal which the frequency is over 50MHz. Also it supports FM, but the index is not guaranteed.   6.2 Charging Time and Endurance Time     The Rated charge current KC901V’s batteries pack is 1A. The charging time is re-lated with batteries capacity. Currently the commercial battery which has the maxi-mum capacity, its single battery’s capacity can reach 3.4Ah. If there are four batteries installed in it, the charging time will be 4/2×3.4≈7h. When single battery has been charged to 4.2V and the voltage of battery pack is 8.4V, instrument will stop the charging automatically. When the temperature is over low or over high, instrument will also slow down the charging speed.     KC901V’s endurance time is depended on battery’s capacity and its applying function. The power which is run out by different functions of KC901V is different. In S11, S21 function, it needs to start up the signal source as well as one or more than one receivers at the same time. Therefore its power consumption is the maximal. In spectrum, field strength, signal source and other functions, since they only need to start up signal source and one of the receivers, so in these functions, more power can be saved. When in STOP state, the whole RF circuit will be turned off. In this time, on-ly the processor and other display part are using the power.      When installing four batteries, display screen’s luminance is 20%. At the same 
time, when the temperature is 15 ℃, the endurance times of different functions are shown in following table (Table 1). This table is only for reference. The endurance time will be less when the temperature is over high/low or battery’s actual capacity is not enough.  Table 1 Endurance Time 

Function/Capacity 2200mAh 2600mAh 3100mAh 3400mAh reflective(S11) 2.5 3.5 4.5 5 
Transmission/Insertion Loss 2.5 3.5 4.5 5 
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Spectrum/Field Strength 4 5 6 7 
RF Signal Source  4 5 6 7 
Audio Signal Source 6 8 10 12 
Stop/Run 12 15 19 21 

    If there are only two batteries installed, the discharge rate becomes higher, so the endurance time will be half less than the time above.  
 6.3 Technical Parameter 
Frequency Range (RBW=1KHz)： 

    Transmission Measurement 9KHz……6.8GHz 

    Reflection Measurement 9KHz……6.8GHz 

    Frequency range which can be set: 5KHz（SPEC：0）……7GHz 

Output Electric Level （Typical Level）： 

    To S11（Port 1） 

        -0dBm or 1mW（100KHz—5GHz） 

        -10dBm（5—6.8GHz） 

    To S21（Port 2） 

        +7dBm or 5mW（100KHz—5GHz） 

        -3dBm（5—6.8GHz） 

Attenuator which the inner setting is changeable：0—30dB 

Input Sensitivity(RBW=1KHz)： 

    Superior to -101dBm or 2μV（9KHz—5GHz） 

    Superior to -87dBm or 10μV（5—6.8GHz） 

Damage Electric Level： 

    All RF Ports: DC15V，+20dBm 

S21 Measurement Range（Typical Value）： 

    100dB（1MHz—500MHz，At 435MHz,it’s about 105dB） 

    70dB（1——2GHz），60dB（2-3GHz），40dB（3-6.8GHz） 

Definition： 

    Frequency 1Hz（Signal Point Mode：0.1Hz） 

    Electric Level: 0.01dB 

    Phase 0.01° 

power Level Uncertainty:（Typical value，@25℃，Battery voltage 8.0V）： 

    ±1.5dB（Frequency spectrum measurement，when REF=20dBm），±3dB（Frequency 

spectrum, field strength mode） 

    ±（0.5+0.05L）dB（S21 Measurement，after straight-through calibration，insertion 

loss: L≤60dB 时） 

    0.05dB（Adjust zero drift in insertion loss mode，after preheat 5min，Every hour） 

    ±3dB（loss， SOL vector calibration，When 3dB≤RL≤25dB） 

Absolute Directionality（Typical value，in about 90% sections, it’s superior to this 

value and is inferior to this value in minority sections）： 

    18dB（9kHz—1MHz，6GHz—6.8GHz） 
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    20dB（1MHz—6GHz） 

Absolute Directionality（After SOL vector calibration，calibration kit’s direction 

performance is superior to the one in 48dB） 

    45dB（50kHz—3GHz） 

    35dB（3GHz—6GHz） 

    25dB（6GHz—6.8GHz） 

Phase’s Uncertainty（Preheat 1min，operate it continuously，reflection coefficient

＞0.25，typical value） 

    8°（9kHz—100kHz） 

    2°（100kHz—1GHz） 

    5°（1GHz—3GHz） 

    8°（3GHz—6.8GHz） 

Port Characteristic 

    VSWR of Port 2：about 1.5 

    VSWR of Port 1：about 2.0 

    Concatenate a 10dB attenuator on the input port. It can reduce VSWR within 1.2。 

Frequency Stability： 

    ±1ppm/year@25℃ 

Supply Voltage： 

    11V……32V（External Power Source）；7.2……8.4V（Battery） 

    105V……230V，50/60Hz（Input of the power adapter） 

Battery’s Endurance Time（See Chapter 6.2）： 

    6 hours（Frequency spectrum, field strength, signal source）；4 hours（S21 or S11，

including insertion loss measurement） 

    20 hours（STOP state, display screen luminance is 10%） 

Temperature and Humidity Range： 

    -20……65℃（External supply. In this range, battery supply time is depended on 

battery temperature characteristic），When it is out of 0…45℃，recalibration is 

suggested. When it’s in -40…-20℃，it can be used after preheating for 5 min (RUN 

state). 

    Humidity Range When There is non-condensing and no-frosting  

Demesion： 

    200×114×46mm（Length×Wide×Thickness） 

Quality（Battery included）： 

    Net Weight：less than 1.2kg 

    Total Weight：about 2.0kg  
Note：Expect there are other specifications，the indexes are all tested through user calibration in 
these following conditions:slow mode, RBW is 1KHZ,output attenuation is 0,temperature is 25℃. Some minority and accidental parameters, or some permanent parameters may be out of the technical parameter range.     [END] 


